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 Foundation For Allen Schools Grant Application

Scholarship Fund Amount: $0

Application #: AP234656 

Applicant First Name: Brandye 

Applicant Last Name: Barron 

Applicant Email Address: brandye.barron@allenisd.org 

Gender: 

Cell Phone #: 

High School: 

Post Secondary School: 

Application Status: Submitted

Application Questions and Answer

Question Answer

Preferred name/name that you go by: Brandye

Best phone number to reach you at: +12147173237

Campus Reed Elementary School

Grade(s) Kindergarten;1;2;3;4;5;6

I have co-applicants: No

Please provide your work-related Facebook
contact information.

Please provide your work-related Twitter
contact information.

Reed Art Studio

Name of Grant The "Smartest Artist" Art Library

Please select the MAIN curriculum area your
grant addresses.

Fine Arts
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Does your grant have a technology
component? No

Will other campuses be involved/impacted? Yes

Will other grades be involved/impacted? Yes

How many students will be involved in this
grant? 650

Are there any additional funds available for this
grant? Yes

What is the problem, need or opportunity that
this grant will address? Describe the impact of

this project on your students.

The "Smartest Artist" art library will provide
early finishers an opportunity to explore art

books and art careers they don't normally have
access to. K-6 art students can benefit strongly
from having access to many different types of
art careers as well as visual examples. The
books in our art library can introduce new

concepts that will provide a path for students to
follow. When students finish a project early,

many are excited to explore another art
concept. The readily accessible references of

an art library will also empower our art
students to make real world connections to
other cultures etc. As students spend more

time using the art library, they will gain
confidence in their own artwork as their skills

increase from book guided independent
practice. An art library will also help to

reinforce the fine arts TEKS and vertically align
concepts and content in other subjects.

How will the project or program be
implemented? Describe activities and tasks.

Who is the target population and in what ways
will they benefit?

The "Smartest Artist" library will be equipped
with a variety of art books, visual examples,

references and instruction will be available to
all art students. Books can be used and
referenced with the during small group

instruction. We can also use the art library as a
resource for class assignments when we are
exploring a specific artist or inferring about an

artists work. Students wanting more
information may view the books during

independent work time. Students who finish a
project before others may spend their time with

how to books instruction books or enjoy
reading about art, art careers, or exploring a

certain piece of artwork with visual task cards.

Reed Elementary K-6 art peeps are super
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Provide a brief summary for use on the
Foundation's website and social media.

excited about our new "Smartest Artist" library
that will provide our students with a more

meaningful art experience. Thank you for your
support Foundation for Allen Schools!!!!!

Which Allen ISD goals/TEKS does this project
support? Please provide 2 or 3 examples.

1. Allen Independent School District Mission
statement says: AISD cultivates innovation in

education that empowers every learner to
realize his or her full potential. The use of an in
class art library will help each student realize
and reach his or her full potential in the world
of art. 2. Aligns with strand four of the Texas

art curriculum requiring students to maintain a
portfolio. The portfolio includes the use of

writing and note taking skills from exploration
of art books/art history. It also encourages

students to be effective problem solvers and
allows them to explore ideas on their own. By
analyzing artistic styles and historical periods

students develop respect for the traditions and
contributions of diverse cultures. Students

respond to and analyze artworks, thus
contributing to the development of lifelong
skills of making informed judgments and

evaluations.

What specific measurements will be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the project?

Students will include their writing assignments
and drawings they created with the how to

library books in their art portfolio's for part of
their grade credit. They will also have an Artist
biography worksheet that will be required for
each nine weeks. With an art library, students

will be able to incorporate a wide variety of
writing techniques.

What teaching methods will be used to
implement this project?

Whole group instruction, Independent practice,
and partner work. We will also use "D.O.K"

Depth of Knowledge Techniques and "V.T.S"
Visual Thinking Strategies as part of the

assessment process.

What is the project timeline and the date of
implementation?

*The materials and books will be pre-selected
and ordered as soon as funds become

available.

Explain how this idea or project
enhances/supports Allen ISD curriculum or

existing systems.

The art library will offer immediate
reinforcement of concepts introduced in core

subjects. Using an art library supports reading,
research techniques, and provides a scaffold

for students seeking and using their resources.
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Class assignments dependent on referencing
the books will be possible and easy to

manage.

Total Grant Budget Requested: 700

Project Budget Set Number 1

Question Answer

Item Type Instructional Supplies or Resources

List item to be purchased under item category:
Multiple Children's Books about great artists,
art careers and amazing art illustration books.

Unit Cost 700

Quantity 30

Total cost of items in this category: 700

Item Type Instructional Supplies or Resources

List item to be purchased under item category:
Multiple Children's Books about great artists,
art careers and amazing art illustration books.

Unit Cost 700

Quantity 30

Total cost of items in this category: 700


